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Ecology 

 

Ecology is that the study of organisms and therefore the environment interacting with each other . 

Ecologists, who structure a neighborhood of environmental scientists, attempt to find relations between the 

status of the environment and therefore the population of a specific species within that environment, and if 

there are any correlations to be drawn between . 

For example, ecologists might take the populations of a specific sort of bird with the status of th e a part of 

the Amazon Rainforest that the population lives in. The ecologists will study and should or might not come 

to the conclusion that the bird population is increasing or decreasing as a results of pollution within the 

rainforest. they'll also take multiple species of birds and see if they will find any reference to each other , 

allowing the scientists to return to a conclusion if the habitat is suitable or not for that species to measure 

in.. 

               Geoscience 

 

Geoscience concerns the study of geology, soil science, volcanoes, and therefore the Earth’s crust as they 

relate to the environment. As an example, scientists may study the erosion of the Earth’s surface during a 

particular area. Soil scientists, physicists, biologists, and geomorphologis ts would all participate within the 

study. Geomorphologists would study the movement of solid particles (sediments), biologists would study 

the impacts of the study to the plants and animals of the immediate environment, physicists would study the 

sunshine transmission changes within the water causing the erosion, and therefore the soil scientists would 

make the ultimate calculations on the flow of the water when it infiltrates the soil to full capacity causing 

the erosion within the first place. 

 

Atmospheric Science 

 

Atmospheric science is that the study of the Earth’s atmosphere. It analyzes the relation of the Earth’s 

atmosphere to the atmospheres of other systems. This encompasses a good sort of scientific studies concerning 

space, astrology, and therefore the Earth’s atmosphere: meteorology, pollution, gas emissions, and airborne 

contaminants. An example of atmospheric science is where physicists study the atmospheric circulation of a 

neighborhood of the atmosphere, chemists would study the chemicals existent during this part and their 

relationships with the environment, meteorologists study the dynamics of the atmosphere, and biologists study 

how the plants and animals have affected and their relationship with the environment. 

 

Environmental Chemistry 

 

Environmental science is a lively and growing a part of the scientific world accelerated by the necessity to deal 

with problems with the Earth’s environment. It encompasses multiple scientific fields and sciences to ascertain 

how all interchange and relate with each other in any of the above four component. 
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